The importance of racial ideas and practices in South Africa is normally explained in historical terms by the influence of slavery, the conflict produced on the advancing frontier of white settlement, and especially in terms of the competition between blacks and whites generated by the process of industrialisation. More recently, Saul Dubow has underlined the importance of racial ideas imported from Europe and redefined locally2.
In this paper 1 want to concentrate on the ways in which Swiss missionaries from the cantons of Vaud and Neuchâtel contributed to the concept of race as a category of identification and explanation in South Africa. The Vaudois Mission, which became the Swiss Mission in 1883, served as a bridge between intellectual centres in Europe and the field of expérience in Africa. Several missionaries came from the ranks of the evangelical élite in Switzerland. Almost ail arrived in Africa with a university degree, as well as with the confidence needed to make sense of the world to which they had been sent by their vocation. Missionaries brought whites, in South Africa and elsewhere in the world, into contact with the black population, especially blacks living in the rural areas. In the following pages, 1 want to show how they situated the notion of race at the centre of this contact.
Notions of Race in Switzerland
The expansion of the missionary movement to Africa coincided with an era when many European intellectuals employed a concept of race to explain their world. In the Swiss Confédération, anthropometric and craniological studies showed that the Swiss, a people severely divided by différences of language, religion and level of development, shared a common racial foundation. On this Celtic basis, Switzerland had experienced a séries of Gallic, Roman and German invasions. This racial mixture gave French-speaking Switzerland, the Suisse Romande, its spécial character and, at the same time, furnished it with a historical mission: to serve as the bridge between France and Germany. In neighbouring France, parallel studies sought either to find a Celtic or Nordic origin for the nation, situated its historical dynamics in the ancient interaction between native dolichocephals and immigrant brachycephals or, more recently, in the struggle between Frankish and Gallic races3. In Geneva, Adolphe Pictet even developed, on the basis of comparative linguistics, a theory of Celtic racial superiority. But in extending his studies in « linguistic
